
GERNERAL TERMS OF TRANSPORT

1. Transport

Departure, arrival and flight time indicated in the charter confirmation cannot be fully guaranteed as they are subject to
factors that the company does not control (weather, airport closure…).

Skyfirst commits to inform the client of any potential perturbation that could disrupt the sequence of the mission. However,
Skyfirst can’t be held responsible in the event that any passenger misses a connecting flight.

All responsibility restrictions that are for Skyfirst apply also to any representative, agent, or third part who may lease their
aircraft to Skyfirst.

Carriage of Dangerous goods: it is the responsibility of the broker/agents to ensure that each passenger is informed that
he/she is not in possession of any goods which may be considered “dangerous” as indicated in the IATA regulations:
https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/Documents/DGR-59-EN-2.3a.pdf

2. Booked aircraft

In order to guarantee the execution of a planned flight, Skyfirst may have to charter another similar plane, this second
plane would be a similar class and as much as possible at the same fare as the one booked. This will happen only if the
plane is unavailable due to circumstances beyound the control of Skyfirst or for technical reasons.

All flights subject to aircraft owner's approval and availibility of slots and/or permits, which will be requested on your
acceptance of this document. Any itinerary changes may affect pricing and are also subject to availibility and owner
approval.

For empty leg booking, price and schedule are subject to primary flight.

3. Flight documents, visa and entry requirements

The passenger is responsible to ensure that he is in possession of all travel documents necessary for the trip (visas,
passports…). Skyfirst will not be held responsible for the non-respect of the entry requirements from the passengers. If
taxes or fines are levied on Skyfirst due to passenger missing documents, the passenger or the company organizing the
flight for him will refund the full the amount to Skyfirst.

At any time the passenger can give us their next of kin details to be used in case of emergency.

4. Cancellation fees

More than 10 days before ferry or first leg departure: No fees
Between 10 days and 24 hours before ferry or first leg departure: 25% of the total amount
Less than 24 hours before ferry or first leg departure: 50% of the total amount
After the first leg or ferry departure: 100% of the total amount

5. Particularities

Our basic price does not include:

Additional Insurance fees in certain country not included in our basic insurance
Supplementary costs due to weather conditions, diversion to another airport…etc, that are out of Skyfirst control
Aircraft de-icing or hangarage costs that may be incurred due to weather conditions
Special catering request
Ground transportation (limo, taxis)
Satcoms communications (cabin satphone, wifi)
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